IDEALS, Campus Open Access Policy

On October 19, 2015, the UIUC Faculty Senate campus approved an Open Access to Research Articles policy whereby ...

Each Faculty member, for the purpose of making his or her scholarly articles widely and freely available in an open access repository, grants to the University of Illinois a nonexclusive, irrevocable, worldwide license to exercise any and all rights under copyright relating to each of his or her scholarly articles, in any medium, and to authorize others to do the same. Any other systematic uses of the licensed articles by the University of Illinois must be approved by the Campus Senate. This policy does not transfer copyright ownership, which generally remains with Faculty authors under existing University of Illinois General Rules (Article III. Section 4(a)).

For more information see http://www.senate.illinois.edu/sc1512.pdf.

IDEALS, the Illinois Digital Environment for Access to Learning and Scholarship, is the University’s open access repository for the unpublished and published (with publisher agreement) research and scholarship of our faculty, staff, and students. Departments can also deposit working papers, technical reports, and other research materials. For information on how to deposit, see Getting Started with IDEALS. For questions, feel free to contact the Scholarly Commons at sc@library.illinois.edu, or your librarian (me!) at mmalliso@illinois.edu.

P.S. We are in the process of hiring a Copyright Librarian. More on that soon!
LEARN more about ….

Sane and Simple Data Management for the Busy Researcher

The University Library has offered a data management workshop series in the Main Library for several semesters, but for the first time, a data management workshop will be held in the Funk ACES Library. This single 90-minute workshop will cover the main points of the 3-part data management workshop series held in the Main Library. We hope this alternative workshop location and format will be convenient and valuable!

DATE & TIME: March 15, 2016 | 11:00am – 12:30pm
LOCATION: Funk ACES Library, Room 509
PRESENTERS: Sarah Williams & Heidi Imker

This session aims to provide you with data management best practices and tools to increase your research efficiency and impact. We’ll present a basic introduction to data management using a data management plan framework and discuss how to find and vet resources for making data publicly accessible.

For more details and a registration link go to http://illinois.edu/calendar/detail/4068?eventId=33127138&calMin=201602&cal=20160223&skinId=7198

The Savvy Researchers’ Workshops, Spring 2016

Join us for 50 minute, hands-on workshops that will help you improve your research and information management skills. These workshops are open to all affiliates of the University. Upcoming sessions include:

The Power of Presentation: Using PowerPoint to its Potential
Organize Your Life!: Productivity Tools and Personal Information Management
Choosing a Citation Manager
The ORCID Identifier: The Free iD Number that Ensures You Get Credit for ALL of Your Research
GIS for Research I: Tools, Concepts, and Geodata Management
Performing Text Analysis Using the HathiTrust Research Center

We have 43 unique titles being offered this semester and almost 70 sessions scheduled! View the schedule: http://illinois.edu/calendar/list/4068

Many of our sessions have online support, please see the workshop descriptions and LibGuides (http://guides.library.illinois.edu/) for links.

Remember that ALL of our workshops can be scheduled for class sessions or faculty meetings. Please direct all queries to this form (which is also linked at the top of the workshop calendar): https://illinois.edu/fb/sec/6094473.

For more details and registration: http://illinois.edu/calendar/list/4068

All sessions held in the Main Library, Room 314 unless otherwise noted.

Merinda Kaye Hensley
Assistant Professor, University Library | Digital Scholarship Liaison and Instruction Librarian
NEW! Library Services for Users with Disabilities

The University Library is debuting a new program to provide library assistance to students, faculty, and staff with disabilities. Students can make an appointment to get specialized library help by email, through a webform, or by paper form. Registration with DRES is not required to use this service.

- Email us at: Refassist@library.illinois.edu
- The Webform is located at: https://illinois.edu/fb/sec/1438058
- For general information check out: http://guides.library.illinois.edu/usersdisabilities/-gethelp

What does specialized help mean?

- Sighted assistance for shelf browsing and database use
- Wayfinding tours to figure out the best ways for you to get around the libraries
- Finding assistive technology in the library and teaching you how to use it
- And a lot more!

If you have any questions please email .... refassist@library.illinois.edu

OR

JJ Pionke, Applied Health Sciences Librarian, at pionke@illinois.edu

New from the Library

Campus students, faculty, and staff have access to the following new Library resources ....

Material ConneXion Library

Material ConneXion, the self-proclaimed world leader in material innovation, has a new Materials Database of materials used in architecture and design. Campus faculty, students, and staff now have unlimited access to comprehensive product information, technical specifications, applications information, manufacturer and distributor information, and images for each of the materials and processes. Searchable by product, process, and application.

Rosetta Stone

You’ve most likely seen the Rosetta Stone ad on television and elsewhere. Now campus faculty, students, and staff have access to this language learning software that features 30 languages with advanced levels for many of them. If you have trouble entering the database and signing up for an account, contact Paula Carns at pcarns@illinois.edu.

Arabic
Chinese (Mandarin)
Dari
Dutch
English (American)
English (British)
Filipino (Tagalog)
French
German
Greek
Hebrew
Hindi
Indonesian
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Latin
Pashto
Persian (Farsi)
Polish
Portuguese (Brazil)
Russian
Spanish (Latin America)
Spanish (Spain)
Swahili
Swedish
Turkish
Urdu
Vietnamese

If you have difficulties once you set up your account, please use the "Contact Support" option at Rosetta Stone (linked off of the entry page).
Attention current Refworks users

The library’s subscription to the citation management tool RefWorks will end June 30, 2016 and you will need to move any content that you wish to keep to a new citation management tool before this date.

Since the Library acquired access to RefWorks a number of competing citation management tools have been developed and are now being used by faculty and students. Based on usage review and feedback the Library has decided to no longer support RefWork but focus on assisting users to transfer to other citation management tools.

Never fear, we can help! There are several different free and fee-based options to explore, and the library is providing online guides and in-person workshops to help you make the switch to a new tool that is right for you.

- **Which tool should I use?** The Citation Management Overview online guide ([http://guides.library.illinois.edu/citationmgmtoverview](http://guides.library.illinois.edu/citationmgmtoverview)) provides links to several comparisons of citation management tool options (EndNote, Mendeley, Zotero, and more!), and user guides for these other tools. Explore these options to find one that fits with your needs and workstyle. If you’d rather have someone explain it to you, the Library’s Savvy Researcher workshops can help. Consult the Spring 2016 Calendar, looking under the Information Management category for “Choosing a Citation Manager” sessions, as well as focused sessions for a more in-depth look at EndNote, Mendeley, and Zotero.

- **I've picked a tool, how do I move my stuff?** The Refworks Transition Guide ([http://guides.library.illinois.edu/refworkstransitionUIUC](http://guides.library.illinois.edu/refworkstransitionUIUC)) includes step-by-step instructions for transferring your Refworks citations to EndNote, Mendeley, Zotero, and CiteULike.

- **I need more help!** If you have questions not answered by these guides and workshops, or just want more personalized help choosing a tool and moving your content, contact refworks@library.illinois.edu, and we will put you in touch with a librarian who can assist you.

---

**The Image of Research - UR Edition 2016 is now taking submissions.**

Have you constructed data visualizations for your research? Have you taken photos of your original student work?

**Submit!** Image of Research is a multidisciplinary competition celebrating the diversity and breadth of undergraduate research at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. All undergraduate students are invited to submit entries consisting of an image and brief text that articulates how the images relates to the research.

**Awards:** First prize: $300 Second prize: $200 Additionally, there may be up to two honorable mentions.

**Submission form:** [https://illinois.edu/sb/sec/48397](https://illinois.edu/sb/sec/48397)

**Deadline for submissions:** 12pm CST Sunday, March 27, 2016

All submissions will be displayed at the Undergraduate Research Symposium on April 21, 2016.

See examples of past winners and all submissions: [http://imageofresearch.omeka.net/](http://imageofresearch.omeka.net/)

For more information, please see the Image of Research-UR website

Questions should be addressed to sc@library.illinois.edu

The Image of Research is organized by the Scholarly Commons of the University Library and the Office of Undergraduate Research and is supported by a generous gift to the Scholarly Commons from the Division of Intercollegiate Athletics.
Resource Highlight - Easy Search, CPLA Style!

CPLA Easy Search is a search and discovery tool that allows you to simultaneously search selected databases of interest to Funk researchers. It provides access to many databases (some general and some specific) and resources that serve as a starting point to help you discover where you can find information about your topic, such as several major multidisciplinary literature databases, engineering resources, social sciences resources, reference resources, Library and other books (print and electronic), image databases, and web search engines. See our handy guide to see exactly what you are searching! It is by no means intended to be comprehensive since there are many databases and other library resources it does not search, which can be found on departmental library sites.

Funk Animal Therapy Day

Save the date — Funk Library’s Spring Animal Therapy will be on Monday afternoon, May 9, from 2:00 — 4:00 pm.